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Abstract: The objective of this project is to model an automatic rail transit controller using VHDL

(VHSIC hardware description language) that can control the train in one particular station. The

controller can control the power to the tracks, and the direction of the trains. This is to make sure

that only one train at a station at a particular time and can therefore be avoided the collision of trains.

The process of testing has been done during modeling the process in order to make sure that the

design is working successfully. Altera Quartus II Web Edition software tool is used to synthesis

of HDL designs, which enables the developer to compile their designs, perform timing analysis,

examine RTL diagrams, simulate a design's reaction to different stimuli, and configure the target

device with the programmer. The result in simulation and implementation in the FPGA (Field

Programmable Gate Array) shows that the designed model is working satisfactory.
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INTRODUCTION

There are different types of rail transport in Malaysia, such as, heavy rail (including high-speed rail), light

rail transit (LRT), monorail and a funicular railway line. Mostly, heavy rail is used for intercity passenger and

freight transport as well as some urban public transport. LRTs are used for urban public transport and some

special use such as transporting passengers between airport buildings. The term LRT is used to refer to modern

streetcar or tram systems with rapid transit-style features that usually use electric rail cars operating mostly

in private rights-of-way separated from other traffic but sometimes, if necessary, mixed with other traffic in

city streets. Given the mixed-traffic nature of light rail, whether it is a true rapid transit system depends on

its implementation. Electrically propelled rail vehicles operate singly or in trains. LRT provides a wide range

of passenger capabilities and performance characteristics at moderate costs. 

An addition, there is one high-speed railway line with two high-speed train services linking Kuala Lumpur

with the Kuala Lumpur International Airport. The sole monorail line in the country is also used for public

transport in Kuala Lumpur while the only funicular railway line is in Penang. The fact is that the railway

network covers most states in Peninsular Malaysia. Only the state of Sabah has railways in East Malaysia,

Singapore, although not part of Malaysia, is served by the Malaysian railway network. The network is also

connected to the Thai railway network in the north. 

1.2 Problem Statement:

It seems that the rail transit is becoming popular nowadays. Commuter Rail (in 2003) reportedly handles

approximately 70,000 passengers per day; with Sentral Kuala Lumpur station handling 10,000 passengers per

day (Victor, L.W., R.S. Berg, 2001). Therefore, we are confidently believed that this project is necessary as

it can give a solution to the question of how to control the trains. By having two trains moving on two tracks

in a system, an efficient Rail Transit System Controller can be developed (Cataldi, O., A. Rajee, 2001). The

problem faced is how to control the movement of trains so that there will be no collision especially when in

a situation where more than one train has to use the same track. Compared to the other existing Rail Transit

System Controller, the design focuses on basic design concept in controlling trains. However, it can be

extended by having more trains and tracks added in the system.
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2. Literature Review:

There are several works in developing the similar algorithm, notable by Cataldi et al. (1998) and Chang

et al. (1999). Both approaches chose software implementation for their algorithms. Although the approaches

used are sufficient, however, it is not good enough since there are no hardware implementation involves. On

the other hand, in this design approach, hardware implementation employing FPGA was chosen. 

There are several advantages for this approach. FPGA implementation allows immediate manufacturing

realization and negligible prototype costs. FPGAs also offer affordable and practical solutions to custom

applications as well as allowing new vistas in designing reconfigurable digital systems. In testing, FPGAs allow

the designers the freedom to redesign portions of their circuit for optimization, not to mention performing

additional iterations to improve their design (Brown, S., R. Francis, 1992). 

One major benefit of hardware implementation over software is the simulation speed. Hardware based

simulation allows the simulation process to take advantage of the parallel execution of instructions. Other

advantages of programmable hardware are the ability to perform bit-level operations on "unusual", i.e., not

powers of two, word lengths and the possibility to allocate only a certain number of bits to represent internal

variables. Hence, it can be seen that the FPGA combines the flexibility of software and the speed of hardware

(Peter, J.A., 1990; Chang, K.C., 1997).

MATERIAL AND METHOD

Although the traditional schematic designs offers better optimization in hardware speed and area, it does

not fulfill the requirements of flexibility and simplicity mentioned above. In order to meet those requirements,

a design methodology based on hardware description language (HDL) and targeted on FPGA technology is

chosen. 

The basic design of Rail Transit System Controller system as shown in Fig. 1 consists of two different

trains which can travel only on their own track, track T1 for Train A and track T3 for Train B. However, there

is a track where both trains can pass through called track T2. This system is to make sure that both trains will

not collide with one another during travelling through track T2. In this system, there are four sensors which

are named as S1, S2, S3, and S4. They behave as an input port and detect the presence of the Train A and

Train B. Furthermore, there are also two switches named as SW1 and SW2. They are functioning as a

controller to control the tracks’ switching. It is important to state that both trains are set to move towards

switch SW1. This means that Train A is designed to move in counter clockwise direction and Train B is

designed to move in clockwise direction.

The first step of designing with FPGA is to identify and draw the state diagrams of the Automated Rail

Transit System Controller to avoid collision. The system consists of state diagram will the described using

VHDL and compiled by a VHDL compiler. Functional simulation is run to test the functionality of the

hardware design. Once the functionality of the design is verified, the VHDL code will be synthesized. A

synthesis tool is run to generate the logic for the design. After logic synthesis, a partitioning program is used

to divide the logic circuit into pieces that will fit in the FPGA.

Fig. 1: Basic Design of Rail Transit System Controller
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The rail transit system consists of two different trains in two loops track. It has three main tracks, T1, T2

and T3. T1 and T3 are made exclusively for Train A and Train B respectively, while T2 will be shared by

both trains. 4 sensors and 2 switches are being used to control the movement of trains.

Sensors are stated as input ports for the design of rail transit controller. The tracks, the switches and the

direction of train will be the output ports. The output depend on the condition of the sensors values, whether

it is ‘0’ or ‘1’. Track direction for each train is determined by code ‘0’ and ‘1’. For a static condition (stop),

the designated train should be in ‘00’ condition while the forward direction is represented by ‘10’ condition.

If it involves other than the specified conditions stated, the direction analyzed will be erroneous and would

not be understandable, in other word, error would occur. For this design, the train is moved. There are two

directions, if it’s moving towards SW1, it is in forward direction. Therefore, it is represented by code ‘01’ for

both Train A and Train B or in the other words, for forward direction of the two trains, it requires code

‘0101’.

The power is given to the tracks in order to let the train move on its own accord. The ‘0’ code indicates

that the virtual power is for Train A at n track while ‘1’ code indicates the virtual power is for Train B at

n track. Switches are used in order to control the flow of trains on their tracks. Switches are used in order to

avoid collision by allowing only one train to travel on the common track (T2) at a time. If the switches are

on ‘0’ condition, the common track (T2) is connected to the outer track (T1). It means, only Train A can use

the common track (T2) at a certain time. W hen the switches are in ‘1’ condition, it is connected to the inner

track (T3). Thus, it allows only Train B to use the common track (T2) at one time. Sensors are use to detect

the presence of the train. There are four sensors that we use in this basic design rail transit controller. The

sensors that we use in this basic design rail transit controller are S1, S2, S3, and S4. For AB_OUT, A_IN and

B_IN state, two sensors will be compared. This is crucial as by doing so, it will avoid train collisions.

The overall train track power system has been shown in Table 1.

Sensor 1 0 Switch 1 0 Track 1  0 Direction

S1 train train not SW1 connected to connected to T1 Viirtual power Viirtual power 00 Stop

S2 present present inside track outside track T2 for train B for train A on 01 Forward

S3 SW2 T3 10 Backward

S4 11 Error

It is needed to identify the state of the train in the rail transit system and then try to create the coding

using VHDL code and simulate it using Altera Quartus II. It is important to understand that both Train A and

B will only travel through their own track, track T1 and T3. The only track that they will share is track T2

when they will have the probability to collide with one another. Thus, this design will make sure that they will

never collide with each other while travel through track T2.

The example below shows how the conversion of the prototype network to state machine is done. The

example is taken from one of the scenario that might happen in the real train station. In this example the train

positions for each state is clearly defined to give a clearer picture of the entire concept of this conversion from

one state to another. There are 5 scenarios to be discussed in details in the next section on this report. Fig.

2 shows the state diagram of the 5 scenarios. The 5 scenarios is identified as AB out, A in, B stop, B in, and

A stop.

Flow 1: AB out – A in – B stop – B in – A stop

Flow 2: AB out – B in – A stop – A in – B stop

There are five states that are identified in the rail transit system controller. This section will discuss on

details of the five states which are AB_OUT, A_IN, B_STOP, B_IN and A_STOP.

The first state is AB out state. Fig. 3 shows the AB out state of rail transit system controller design.

At this state, Train A and Train B are moving towards the switch SW1 through sensors S1 and S2 as

shown in the figure. At this state, DA1DA0 = 01 and DB1DB0 = 01. If the trains move in this condition, thus

they are in ’0101’ condition. The value of S1 (sensor 1) and S2 (sensor 2) is being compared. If the value

of sensor12 is ‘00’, trains are in AB out condition. Virtual power ‘0’ will be given to T1 and virtual power

‘1’ will be given to T3 in order to make the trains move in their own track. If the value of sensor12 is ‘10’,

Train A will be in A_IN state, indicating that Train A enters common track T2 as the virtual power on T2

is in ‘0’ condition. SW1 and SW2 will is also in ‘0’ condition.
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Fig. 2: State machine 

Fig. 3: AB_OUT state Fig. 4: A_IN state

When sensor12 change value from ‘10’ to ‘11’, Train B will stop at T3. This is due to the presence of

Train A in T2. The state of this condition is known as B_STOP state. The value of T2, SW1 and SW 2 will

remain at ‘0’, however the direction of Train B will change from ‘01’ to ‘00’ while Train A direction is still

’01’. If the value for sensor12 is ‘01’, Train B will be in B_IN state. It denotes that Train B will only enter

T2 when Train A is already out of T2. Virtual power on T2 will change to ‘1’ condition to give virtual power

to Train B. Virtual power on T1 will be ‘0’ again to move Train A. Both SW1 and SW2 will change to ‘1’

condition to allow Train B to go through them.

The second state is A_IN state. Fig. 4 shows the design of the A_IN state of the rail transit system

controller. At this state, Train A and Train B moves in their own respective track. The condition for Train A

and Train B is ‘0101’. In this state, sensor 2 and sensor 4 are being compared. If the value of the sensor24

is ‘00’, trains are in A_IN state. Sensor24 is ‘00’ means that there are no train approaching sensor 2, and Train

A already passed sensor 4. The sensor24 condition resulting in Train A enters the common track T2 and virtual

power ‘0’ is given to T2, the value of SW1 and SW2 would also be in ‘0’ condition. If however the value

of sensor24 change from ‘00’ to ‘10’, it means that Train B has to stop because sensor 2 has detect the
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presence of Train B, but Train B cannot enter the common track T2 just yet, because Train A is still moving

in the common track T2. This scenario is known as the B_STOP state. When sensor24 value change from ‘10’

to ‘11’ or from ‘10’ to ‘01’ it means that sensor 4 has detect the presence of Train A as Train A exits the

common track, T2. Thus Train B can now enter the common track T2. This scenario is called B_IN state.

The third state of the rail transit system controller is B_STOP state. Fig. 5 shows the design of the

B_STOP state. 

Fig. 5: B_STOP state Fig. 6: B_IN state

At this state, Train B will stop at sensor 2 and wait until sensor 4 changes from ‘0’ to ‘1’. If S1 has

already detected Train A, S2 will automatically stop train B when it is approaching S2. The common track

T2 condition is ‘0’. SW1 and SW2 will also be in ‘0’ condition to connects T2 with T1. Train B will only

pass through T2 if Train A passes through S4 and S4 detects Train A. 

The fourth state is the B_IN state. Fig. 6 shows the design for the B_IN state for the rail transit system

controller. 

At this state, when Train B reaches sensor S2 before Train A reaches sensor S1. Train B will enter T2

while Train A is still approaching sensor S1. If Train A approaches sensor S1 first, the condition of switch

SW1 is ‘1’. Therefore, track T3 will be connected to track T2 to allow Train B to enter track T2. For this

condition, sensor 1 and sensor 3 is being compared. If the value of sensor13 is ‘00’, trains are in B_IN state.

Sensor13 ‘00’ means that Train B enters common track T2, the virtual power ‘1’ is given to track 2, and the

value of SW1 and SW2 is ‘0’ to connect T2 with T3, to allow Train B to pass through the common track T2.

When value of sensor13 changes from ‘00’ to ‘10’ it means that sensor 1 has detect the presence of Train

A, but Train A has to stop due to Train B is moving in the common track T2. The direction of Train A will

change from ‘01’ to ‘00’. The scenario is called A_STOP state. If the value of sensor13 change from ‘10’ to

‘01’ or from ‘10’ to ‘11’, Train A will enter common track T2 because sensor 3 has detect the presence of

Train B. in other words, Train B has exited the common track T2 thus allowing Train A to enter the common

track. The value of SW1 and SW2 will change from ‘1’ to ‘0’ to connect T2 with T1.

The fifth state is the A_STOP state. Fig. 7 shows the design of the A_STOP state in the rail transit system

controller. At this state, Train A stops at sensor S1 and wait for Train B to pass through sensor S3. The

condition of track T2 at this time is ‘0’. If sensor S2 detects Train B, sensor S1 will automatically stop Train

A when it is approaching sensor S1. The track T2 is connected to track T3 and switch SW1 and switch SW2

are in ‘1’ condition. Train A will only enter T2 after sensor S3 detects Train B after it exits the common track

T2. As long as S3 does not change to ‘1’, Train A will remain in A_STOP state. It is set to avoid train

collision.

The summary of the condition of each state is shown in the Table 1:

Table 1: Condition of each state

State AB out A in B stop B in A stop

SW1 Default 0 1 1 1

SW2 Default 0 1 1 1

T1 0 0 0 0 0

T2 Default 0 0 1 1

T3 1 1 1 1 1

DA1-DA0 01 01 01 01 00

DB1-DB0 01 01 00 01 01
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Fig. 7: A_STOP state

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Before the synthesis is successfully done, simulation has to take part to check the accuracy of the code.

For simulations of VHDL descriptions, the code has to be compiled into a binary format which is understood

by the simulator. Fig. 8 shows the functional simulation waveform of the Rail Transit System Controller. The

Fig. 9 shows the timing simulation waveform of the Rail Transit System Controller. The timing simulation is

different from functional simulation, and it can be noted by the glitch in Fig. 9. The glitch occurs because of

in timing simulation, the output has to be performed for a specific period of time. Nevertheless, the glitches

don't matter if the outputs are used only synchronously by feeding registers.

Fig. 8: Functional Simulation Waveform of the Rail Transit System Controller

Fig. 9: Functional Timing Waveform of the Rail Transit System Controller

From Fig. 8, what can be observed is the output obtained from the inputs (S1, S2, S3 and S4) can be

summarize in a table. Table 2 shows the output of which state occurs for that input. Note that from the
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AB_OUT to AB_OUT again, is suggests that the flow is Train A enters T2, Train B has to stop, and then

Train B enter the common track T2 after Train A exits common track T2. For the next AB_OUT to AB_OUT,

the flow is Train B enters T2, and then Train A has to stop to wait for Train B exits T2. Only then Train A

can enter T2.

Table 2: Input and output state status

output AB_OUT A_IN B_STOP B_IN AB_OUT B_IN A_STOP A_IN AB_OUT

T1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

T2 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0

T3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

SW1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0

SW2 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0

RTL stands for register transfer level, and is the type of level of abstraction easily dealt with by synthesis

tools. In RTL design a circuit is described as a set of registers and a set of transfer functions describing the

flow of data between the registers. It is a hierarchy list that displays a representation of the project hierarchy

and a schematic view that displays the components of the design element of the process. Fig. 10 shows the

RTL view for the Rail Transit System Controller for the functional simulation.

Fig. 10: View for the Rail Transit System Controller for the functional simulation

Fig. 11 shows the post fitting of the design for the Rail Transit System Controller.

Fig. 11: Post-Fitting

Fig. 12 shows the post-mapping of the design for the Rail Transit System Controller

Fig. 12: Post-Mapping

The input for the design is S1, S2, S3 and S4. This represents the sensors in the design of Rail Transit
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System Controller. The output represents the direction of Train A and Train B. as there are 2 7-segments

LEDs, one will represents direction of Train A while the other represents the direction of Train B. If the train

is moving, the 7-Segment displays ‘1’, if the train stops, the 7-segment will display ‘0’. Table 3 gives the

summary the output for the testing of the design.

Table 3: Output on 7-segment LEDs

Input S1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1

Input S2 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0

Input S3 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1

Input S4 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0

Output on the

7-segment display 11 11 11 10 11 11 11 01

State Reset AB_OUT A_IN B_STOP Reset AB_OUT B_IN A_STOP

At first, both trains are moving on their own respective track (AB_OUT state) thus 7-segment LEDs will

display the value of ‘11’. Fig. 13 shows the 7-segment display of the AB_OUT state.

 

Fig. 13: 7-segment display of AB_OUT state     Fig. 14: 7-segment display of A_IN state 

Next, when the value of sensor24 is ‘00’, Train A will enter track 2 (A_IN state). The 7 -segment LEDs

will display ‘11’ when A enters the track. Fig. 14 shows the 7-segment displays of A_IN state.

Fig. 15: 7-segment display of B_STOP state Fig. 16: 7-segment Display of AB_OUT state

When Train A is in the track, S4 (sensor 4) value is ‘0’. Thus Train B will stop (B_STOP state) resulting

in 7-segment LEDs to display ‘10’. The display of B_STOP state can be seen in Fig. 15.

Then the train is reset after Train A leaves track 2. Now Train A and Train B is moving on their

respective track (AB_OUT state). So the 7-segment display, would display the value of ‘11’. Fig.16 shows the

7-segment display of the AB_OUT state. 

When sensor13 is in ‘00’ condition Train B enters track 2 (B_IN state), thus the value ‘11’ would be

display on the 7-segment. Fig. 17 shows the 7-segment display of B_IN state. 
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Fig. 17: 7-segment display of B_IN State Fig. 18: 7-segment display of A_STOP state

When Train B is moving in the common track T2, Train A has to stop (A_STOP state) and wait until

Train B leaves the track. Train A will remain in stop condition until sensor 3 changes value from ‘0’ to ‘1’.

7-segment LEDs displays ‘01’ when Train A stops. Fig. 18 shows 7-segment display of the A_STOP state.

As a result, this design of the Rail Transit System Controller is design in such a way to avoid train

collision by demonstrating the state diagrams and using sensors as input. According to the above successful

synthesis results of all the states involved, an overview table is created as shown in Table 4 and Table 5.

Table 4 shows the input for the Rail Transit System Controller system while Table 5 shows the output for the

Rail Transit System Controller system. 

Table 4: Input for Rail Transit System Controller System

State AB_OUT A_IN B_STOP B_IN A_STOP

S1 0 1 1 0 1

S2 0 0 1 1 1

S3 0 1 1 0 0

S4 0 0 0 1 1

Table 5: Output for Rail Transit System Controller System

State AB out A in B stop B in A stop

SW1 Default 0 1 1 1

SW2 Default 0 1 1 1

T1 0 0 0 0 0

T2 Default 0 0 1 1

T3 1 1 1 1 1

DA1-DA0 01 01 01 01 00

DB1-DB0 01 01 00 01 01

5. Conclusion:

The rail transit system controller model has been successfully constructed in such a way, that it could

avoid train collision by allowing only one train to move on the common track. It can be seen from the

functional and timing simulation results that the algorithm works as expected for the shown test case and was

able to be downloaded into the FPGA board. This work has been dedicated to design and implement a simple

yet efficient automated rail transit system controller which was implemented using FPGA. The hardware

implementation demonstrated complete, correct functionality and met all the initial system requirements. Further

research can be done by considering the floating point numbering format and further reductions to in the

hardware complexity to achieve better accuracy could also be done. 
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